Proposed LASSO Expansion Scenarios

BL growth and decay during cloud-free conditions
Energy, momentum, & moisure transfers between land and atmosphere

Need to know if forcing includes accurate low-level jet--need a metric for this.
Select cases to avoid the LLJ?

Science Drivers

Should the low-level jet be embraced or avoided?

Nighttime boundary layer, i.e., intermittent turbulence in stable conditions
Surface heterogeneity impact on stable boundary layer (if use nested LES)

Do we want a dynamically formed jet? Or a prescribed jet?
Nested or periodic?

Periodic 12 km OR Nested 25 km domain; top at 5 km

Prescribe sfc ﬂuxes, prescribe sfc temp and q, or use interactive soil model?
Development of turbulence metrics

dx=25 m; dz=2–5 m at sfc, 10 m in BL, stretch above

Questions / Needs

Implicit SGS with WENO

Development of ﬂux proﬁles and use of Doppler lidar for w variance proﬁles is new

Model Conﬁguration

LES are not always good with stable BLs--do we need to fully cross-compare implicit SGS with a
dynamic SGS scheme?

Clear-Air Scenario

Is WRF the right model for these conditions?

Initialize w/ mid-day sounding; run for 18 h
Cost for periodic: 23x per sim, 31x overall; Cost for nested: 115x per sim, 57x overall

Basic data generally available
3–6 months to develop initial obs suite and metrics

4-member ensemble: VA, ERA5, HRRR, NoLS

Radiosondes
Input Data

Timeline

Soil moisture & temperature and/or surface ﬂuxes

6 months to test nested approach

Doppler lidar for w variance
AERIoe for temperature & moisture proﬁle < 1 km

Observations

Raman lidar for temperature & moisture proﬁle > 500 m
Radar wind proﬁlers for wind proﬁles
Evaluation Data
Surface met
Sonics from 60-m tower
Stretch: develop ﬂux proﬁles for w', q', theta' from Doppler lidar+AERI+Raman combinations
Stretch: add micropulse diﬀerential absorption lidar for high-freq. moisture proﬁles

Proposed LASSO Expansion Scenarios

Development and early evolution of isolated deep convection, i.e., cells and not systems
Convective cloud dynamics: updraft/dowdraft mass ﬂuxes, vertical transport, shallow-to-deep
transitions

Science Drivers

Cold pool interactions
Microphysics-dynamics-radiative interactions in context of cloud-scale eddies

SGP radars not functioning so would likely need to focus on CACTI and TRACER
Need metrics for choosing the "best" ensemble member from LAM runs
Determine how to subset output for storage

150 km wide nested LES domain chosen from ensemble of LAM runs

Questions / Needs

dx=100 m for LES; dx=2.5 km for LAM

Less oﬀ-the-shelf products available and will need to get operational radar into useable forms

Deep Convection Scenario
CACTI radar data available end of summer 2019

Initialized 1–2 h prior to convective initiation

Model Conﬁguration

How much of CACTI data is needed and when will it be available?
Develop ensemble methodology

Thompson microphysics w/ aerosol
Target of about 10 cases per year
Cost: 16x per sim, 7x overall

Timeline

TRACER does not start until April 2021 so data in 2022?
Input Data

Boundary and initial conditions: GEFS, ECMWF, HRRR
Precip area and rates, PDFs
Cloud and precip radars

Observations

Echo-top heights
Evaluation Data

Radiosondes
Surface meteorology data

Proposed LASSO Expansion Scenarios

Precipitation processes for marine stratocumulus
Aerosol-cloud interactions for maritime clouds
How do even relatively thin clouds at the ENA site produce detectable precipitation?

Science Drivers

Foci questions

Is low cloud precipitation at the ENA site controlled primarily by the availability of condensate?
Under what conditions are there large vertical gradients in aerosol in the PBL? How are these
gradients formed and how do they impact precipitation formation?

Appropriate balance of resources for ensemble?

Provide set of cases for use with param. development and testing large-scale models for these
conditions

Need to develop an aerosol proﬁle product
Need to determine best way to handle surface boundary, i.e., SST vs. ﬂuxes plus source of data

Periodic OR Nested 20–60 km domain for mesoscale structures; ocean only

Do we need to nudge during spinup?
Handling of pre-existing cloud?

How do we handle LES spinup?

dx=50–100 m; dz=10 m in BL, stretch above

Questions / Needs

Bulk aerosol-aware MP

Unknown spinup time for mesoscale structure and cloud layers
Sensitivity to mesoscale variability will need to be captured

Option 1: SST

Model Conﬁguration
Speciﬁed lower surface conditions or use ﬂuxes?

Run cases for ACE-ENA period? Or, wait for XSAPR2 to come online again?

Maritime Scenario

Option 2: Surface ﬂuxes from ERA5
Option 3: Estimate ﬂuxes from buoy measurements

Cost for periodic: 73x per sim, 54x overall

Handling of surface ﬂuxes vs. SST
Testing of nesting vs. periodic for diﬀerent mesoscale conditions (open vs closed cells)

ERA5 or IFS for forcing

Development of aerosol proﬁle retrieval product
Areal precipitation product development

Nearby buoy to get surface ﬂux estimates--desired

Timeline
Input Data

Development of cloud and precip evaluation metrics

IFS or ERA5 surface ﬂuxes as a backup--could also use SST instead
Aerosol Chemical Speciation Monitor (ACSM) for surface aerosol

Uptime of of XSAPR2

Extrapolate surface aerosol to aloft, possibly using lidar--need to develop
Precipitation estimates at surface, below cloud, & in cloud (KAZR2, KASACR2, XSAPR2, disdrometer)

Observations

Cloud condensate, vertically integrated & proﬁle (MWR, Ka/W-SACR, AERI/MWR)
PBL turbulence below and in cloud (Doppler lidar, KAZR Doppler)
Cloud layers (ARSCL)
Evaluation Data

Aerosol layers (Raman lidar)
Surface radiative properties for cloud optical thickness & droplet eﬀective radius
Stereo-camera network--desired
Tri-Doppler lidar network for 2D/3D ﬂows--desired
Meteorological particle spectrometer for particle size distribution--desired

Proposed LASSO Expansion Scenarios

Foci on Arctic cloud processes and interactions between surface, BL, and cloud
Arctic is rapidly changing and Year of Polar Prediction adds additional focus
Are periodic lateral boundaries the best choice?

Science Drivers

MOSAiC is a once-in-a-generation opportunity with excellent dataset

Need to ﬁgure out how to specify ﬂuxes to model that represent the region
Cases picked based on stratiﬁed clouds, stable ABLs, and transitions
How do we handle leads in the ice?
Aerosol important but observations are limited, particularly in the vertical
What is the appropriate balance of resources for ensembles?

Domains centered on MOSAiC ship as it moves through Arctic

Questions / Needs

Periodic LES with short top; 30x30x4 km

Sharp inversions will likely be smoothed out in large-scale forcing data

dx=40 m; dz=10 m stretching to 50 m

How do we initialize model with pre-existing cloud?

Double-moment microphysics--desire MP ensemble

Ice microphysics is notoriously troublesome
Risk of data outages due to remoteness of site

Arctic Scenario

Model Conﬁguration

SGS TBD
Prescribed surface ﬂuxes
24 h long sims

MOSAiC starts Sept. 2019 w/ ﬁrst data arriving Feb 2020
Ensemble: Forcing and MP, maybe aerosol
Full ARM dataset with VAPs available sometime in 2021
Cost: 22x per sim, 48x overall
Data embargo on non-ARM data distribution until 2022(?)
Development of surface ﬂux dataset

Timeline

Radiosondes from ship for ICs

Testing of aerosol and LSF for these regions

Aerosol surface obs including IN and possibly from tethered balloons

Testing of SGS schemes

Input Data
ERA5 for ensembles of LSF

Development of evaluation metrics

Surface ﬂuxes

Observations

Thermodynamic state (Radiosondes, UAS, TBS, AERI)
Turbulence and winds (Doppler lidar, KAZR, UAS, TBS, RWP, aircraft)
Evaluation Data
Cloud physics (KAZR, HSRL, SACR, MWR, AERI, MPL, Weighing Gauge, Optical snowfall sensor, aircraft)
Surface energy budget (SW & LW, ECOR, UAS, TBS)

